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I feel like I need to give Samsung's Galaxy S20 Ultra two scores. If I'm reviewing it entirely on the advantages of its components and what they can do, it's a small, 5-star device of defects that can be easily recognized. The 6.9-inch display is surprisingly bright and very smooth when the 120Hz refresh
rate is on, and the 40MP hole punch selfie camera is much more discreet than the S10. RAM, storage and processors are the fastest batteries you can get on your smartphone, and the 5,000 mAh battery lasts all day and fills up very quickly. And yes, the 100X space zoom camera is cooler than any other
telesext lens I've used. Christopher Hebert /IDG you won't find the S20 Ultra name anywhere on the phone, but everyone will know what it is. However, if you score the Galaxy S20 Ultra on usability and cost, it will bring you closer to 2 stars (hence the final score of 3.5 stars). Even if our review model
didn't start at $1,400, a price high enough to make Apple blush, the Galaxy S20 Ultra would still be too much of a phone for most people. Everything feels extreme, especially its size. Samsung's push to create the ultimate device has created a gorgeous and majestic superphone that goes far beyond what
most people need. Or even want it. (Curious about the low-end S20 model? Check out the comparison between the Samsung Galaxy S20 vs. S20+.) With several generations now large, heavy and awkward, Samsung Electronics has established that plusphones are essentially larger versions of the base
model with better cameras. On paper, that's true of the S20 Ultra as well, but in reality, it's much better than the super-sized Galaxy S20+. At 222 grams, it is much heavier than S20+ (188g) and S10 5G (198g). It's actually a little lighter than the iPhone 11 ProMax, with 226 grams on the watch, but you
won't know it from holding it. With such a huge camera bump in the upper left corner, the S20 Ultra is both heavy at the top and heavier on the side, so it requires a slightly different grip, so that it doesn't slide and slip out of hand. The USB-C port of the Christopher Hebert/IDG S20 Ultra is finally perfectly
centered around the edges of the floor. You can forget to operate with one hand. The new high placement of the fingerprint sensor on the display has greatly improved the accuracy and reliability of the scanner when it is picked up and unlocked with your thumb, but the size of the S20 Ultra makes it
difficult to do much else without using all 10 fingers. While it was difficult enough to use the 6.8-inch display on the Note 10+, the S20 Ultra's 6.9-inch screen, combined with its weight and nearly 9mm thickness, made it too 큽 to take. The S20 Ultra is the only phone I've used that can actually feel my hand
sliding as I hold it. It is a strange phenomenon due to the combination of size, weight and abrasive aluminum edges. After all, I Down on the grip I use my off-hand thumb to distort the pinkie finger or keep it stable. I still had to adjust my grip frequently. The ultra and long stretch was downright
uncomfortable. Christopher Hebert / IDG S20 Ultra absolutely towers over the Galaxy S10+, which is not exactly small. Even with enough fingers to comfortably reach the top corner of the screen, the perspective camera complicates the grip. While the huge array of geometric cameras are all the rage, the
S20 Ultra moves at an almost comical rate with bumps protruding about three millimeters from behind. Since it is such a wide bump, it takes up about an eighth of the rear case, and your fingers will inevitably butt into it. Huge camera bumps are tricky to use on tables, especially when you tap the top left
of the screen. It shakes more than the S10 and pixels, and when the notification comes in, the haptic vibrations are amazing. Everyone is the first phone I wanted to put in the case because the glass repels fingerprints surprisingly well. Elsewhere, it is easier to increase the volume because the rocker has
moved to the right above the power button. The left side remains completely smooth because Samsung has tossed the Bixby button at once. Gone, too, is the headphone jack, which we expected after note 10+ dropped ports last year. Samsung offers a pair of USB-C earbuds in a box and sells a
Bluetooth Galaxy Bird + Earbuds set for $150. It still bumpers samsung can not find 3.5 millimeters of free space on this big phone. Pixel Perfection The front camera of the Christopher Hebert/iDG S20 line moves to the middle of the top of the screen, a positive change from the awkwardly off-center hole
of the previous generation. Samsung has provided the most impressive display yet for the S20 product line (as shown on the S20 and S20+ above) - and that's before you touch it. The odd off-center camera cutout of the S10 product line is repositioned on the S20, with smack-doub in the center at the top
of the screen. While the hole is still too low to center itself inside the status bar, the new location still enhances the look of your phone. No defects were found in the image quality. It's impressively sharp at 1440p and still very good at the default 1080p resolution. I was able to manually crank all the way up
to the brightness of 650 nts and reached 1,350 nts of eye piercing with automatic brightness enabled. The automatic switching between low and bright lights is excellent. The colors are vivid, not too saturated, the white is natural, the black is impressively deep, and the whole palette is rich and solid. The
superlatives of how amazing the S20's display is are not enough. Christopher Hebert/IDG that's not a moon, it's a 100 X space zoom camera bump. It's also pretty curved and pretty Infinity display. It's hard to see without putting next to the Note 10 or S10, but the S20 screen is definitely flattering than the
previous generation (although it's definitely more curved than the S10e's). It's a good thing: it helps to reduce accidental palm touch and still helps to hide the side bezel. I greatly prefer to the extreme waterfall display that Oppo and Bibo are pushing. Samsung once again went to the S20 family with an
ultrasonic display fingerprint sensor. A thousand dollars plus phone end 3D facial recognition should be done, but this implementation of the fingerprint sensor is much improved through what we did about the S10. The scanner's position is higher on the screen and the target is slightly larger, so there was
no need to change grips or bend your thumb to collide. It's not as consistent as the S9's hardware sensors, but it's accurate and reliable right now. The best feature of the S20 display is actually turned off by default (and I'm not talking about the usual WQHD 1440p resolution). The S20 is Samsung's first
product line, featuring a fix display, and has disappeared for Gersto, choosing the full 120Hz, twice as fast as the standard 60Hz. Compared to the standard 60Hz settings, scrolling, animation and gaming are fantastically smooth and when powered on, it's worth taking a serious hit on battery life.
Christopher Hebert / IDG You can fit an awful lot of app icons on the screen of your Galaxy S20 Ultra. When fitting for a pixel 4's 90Hz smooth display, however, the difference is hardly obvious. Samsung can easily get away with 90 Hz, save some battery life, and not only offer it for 1440p resolution, but
it does mean you can use full HD 1080p resolution with 120 Hz settings. A quick refresh with WQHD would be great, especially this size on the screen - I'm holding out hope that Samsung will unlock it with future updates. Despite these limitations, the 120Hz screen is one of the best reasons to buy an
S20 phone. Since the Galaxy S7's Snapdragon 820 processor has been fast enough to save the Galaxy phone, but the Snapdragon 865 S20 is on a different level on the line. The Snape Second 855 Plus power phone has already broken the 10,000 threshold on PCMark operations to the 2.0 benchmark,
crushing expectations with the S20's score of 12,350.while it can only boost speed, Qualcomm doesn't deserve all the credit. Samsung is using a completely new RAM module inside the S20 and all handsets have at least 12 gigabytes of LPDDR5 memory. You can also keep three apps open for faster
switching, so starting a game with a long start time is lightning fast. I stopped counting applications on my recent screen at 50: to give you an idea of how it feels to have a lot of RAM. Compared to the Christopher Hebert/IDG S10, ultra cameras are monstrous. Even the SSD has been improved. It's not
just 128GB Again, twice as much as the Pixel and iPhone - but no speed: Samsung is using UFS 3.0 storage on all S20 models. While it's not quite as fast as the UFS 3.1 storage that will probably debut in the Note 20, it's a huge jump over what you got with the S10, and it even bests other UFS 3.0
phones (though I'm not sure what's going on with random write results):S20 (UFS 3.0)Sequential read: 1,592.46 MBpsSequential write: 662.75 MBpsRandom read: 45,172.27 IOPSRandom write: 33,764.08 IOPSS10 (UFS 2.1)Sequential read: 802.13 MBpsSequential write: 188.34 MBpsRandom read:
34,612.61 IOPSRandom write: 7,383.57 IOPSOnePlus 7T (UFS 3.0)Sequential read: 1,436.19 MBpsSequential write: 210.4 MBpsRandom read: 44,158.73 IOPSRandom write: 7,189 IOPSAdd up the chip, RAM, and storage, and you've got a downright monster of a phone that's faster than most
Chromebooks and can even give some PCs a run for their money. It's so powerful, Samsung can probably rest on its monthly water for the next two generations and still keep pace with competitors. Continue reading to see how those huge batteries perform in our tests, and more. Page 2 shows samsung
is the largest of the S20 UltraLoad with a 5,000mAh battery, and it is finally ready to push the limits of battery capacity after the Galaxy Note 7's exploding battery launch. The S20 needs it. The 5G active and 120Hz motion smoothness were reversed, so you weren't able to use heavy all day. With a
120Hz refresh, WQHD on, and 5G enabled, we were able to last a good part of day two of iPhone 11 Pro Max territory. The benchmark has topped 10 hours in both cases, but you can definitely consider if it's worth it because 120Hz has been used for more than three hours. The bundled 25W charger fills
the Ultra in about an hour and a half, but it also supports 45W charging if you have the right charger. I tested numerous 60W chargers and none of them worked, so you probably need samsung's exclusive one. The buttons on the Christopher Hebert/IDG S20 Ultra have all been moved to the right. The
same is true for 5G. All S20 phones sold in the US have a 5G modem, but you can choose to turn it off in settings that will give the battery life a little up tick. That's obviously something you're following the LTE plan, but even if you sign up for T-Mobile or Verizon's 5 G plan, the benefits may not be as great
as you've been led to believe. Verizon's mmWave 5G speeds are silly fast and well documented, but they're confined to very small pockets around the US. I used the T-Mobile network in Connecticut to test the S20 Ultra and it had varying mileage. Even when I said my S20 Ultra was connected to a 5G
network, my speed was often lower than my Pixel 4 on Verizon's LTE network. Sometimes I broke through 100Mbps, but none of them felt more transformative or better than LTE. Christopher Hebert/IDG S20 Ultra is not available in any funky color, but even It cut a striking figure. Even if you don't take
advantage of a 5G modem right now, you can be sure that the S20 Ultra will be as futuristic as possible as long as you hold it. With mmWave and Sub-6GHz 5G, 12GB of RAM, fast processors, fast storage and insanely good displays, the S20 Ultra delivers years of solid performance. Worthy of praise
Android skinIt's not a futuristic hardware S20. For the first time since testing the Galaxy phone, I'm sure Samsung will keep the S20 line as fresh as possible with regular and timely updates. Exhibit A: It's March 3 I'm writing this, and my S20 Ultra already has a March security update, one of my Samsung
phones received an Android update earlier than my Pixel 3 months 4. It's a great accomplishment and hopefully a display of things to come with Android11 later this year. The S20 family comes with one UI 2, and while it's a very repetitive update, it offers new features - including the extension of dark
mode and the adoption of appropriate back gestures - as smart and thoughtful as they are in pixel 2 pixels4. One UI 2 is a well-intentioned contender for the best Android overlay of the year, and far and away now the most creative in the world. While there are many reasons above to justify the ultra-sex of
the S20 while careful and good cameras, the camera is the largest. Christopher Hebert/IDG S20 Ultra Zoom is not quite DSLR quality, but the smartphone is the closest ever. Like the rest of the S20 Ultra, the camera is at the cutting edge, the absolute best of the components available. You're likely to find
the best other smartphones on paper. Like the S20+, the Ultra has four rear cameras, all of which are different: S20 UltraCamera 1:12MP Ultra Wide, f/2.2Camera 2: 108MP Wide Angle, f/1.8Camera 3: 48MP Tele telesper, f/3.5Camera 4: FactVision (flight time)S20+Camera 1: 12MP Ultra Wide,
f/2.2Camera 2: 12MP Wide Angle, f/1.76Camera 3: 64MP Tele telespaper, f/2.0 Camera 4: FactVision (flight time) actually makes the difference between different storytelling. There is a 108MP sensor that most people won't turn on. There is a 100X zoom that most people won't need. And it can be
recorded in 8K that most people never do - well, you get the idea. The michael simon/IDG S20 Ultra's various preset zooms, clockwise from top left, 1X, 10X, 30X and 100X, show how amazing tele telesex lenses are. The 108MP sensor is obviously In ultra, teles1 lenses are real stars. Samsung's claim
is true - it can reach up to a crazy 100X - but you're very likely to use it at that distance very often. As you can see above, the captured photo is not the one you actually want to display. Plus there's the creep factor: I could see it clear across my spacious yard into a neighbor's kitchen window.
Nevertheless, when you look at how far you can go, it's pretty exhilarating. The three photos taken by Michael Simon/IDG S20 (left), iPhone 11 (centre) and Pixel 4 XL (right) are very similar and I had trouble remembering which ones. The S20 Ultra is even more impressive when zoomed out. While 2X or
3X optical zoomprim is very standard for Android phones, Samsung Electronics says the S20 Ultra has a 10X lossless zoom that combines AI and 4X optics and 6X digital zoom to reduce the noise it would normally get with digital zoom. It's very good: photo purists will still see some storied digital
smartphone artifacts from the 10 X, but it's a great first step, and quality needs to be improved with steady updates. In Michael Simon/IDG Challenging Lighting, the S20 Ultra (left) performed brilliantly ,with pixel 4 maintaining lost detail (right) and preserving the low light the S10 blew away (centre).
Speaking of improvements, Samsung put a good deal of work into night mode, and the effort shows on the S20 Ultra. Much of the heavy lifting is done by the isocell bright HM1 image sensor powered by a 108MP lens - night mode shots use 9-to-1 vinning to set 2.4μm pixels - but Samsung Electronics'
maturing algorithm also deserves some credit. In the S10, night shots are heavily overex exposed, but ultra has far more nuances. Shadows and highlights are preserved, and in some scenes I actually preferred the night mode of the S20 Ultra to the night mode of pixel 4. The new countdown interface
built into the shutter is very clever and the best implementation we've ever used. The rear camera of the Michael Simon/IDG S20 Ultra does a great job as a portrait (left), but selfie cams tend to smooth out perceived shortcomings like their son's freckles in this photo. Samsung also continues to make
progress in portrait mode. Even without a second selfie cam like the S10+, the edges are sharper and the wisp of the hair is recognized. The rear camera was great thanks to its flight time sensor, but aggressive AI tended to soften its face too much with selfie cams. The other claim to fame of the S20
Ultra camera is 8K video recording, which can be captured at 30 fps. You'll need to take about 600 MB of storage space every minute, and you may need to re-shoot some clips. This is due to a bug that messes with the autofocus of the S20 Ultra. Samsung has probably released a fix for it in South Korea,
but my device, which has already received a March update, has not yet received it (or if it does, it won't be fixed). Autofocus issues also affect photos. Tapping the screen to focus manually is obvious in annoying videos. The Michael Simon/IDG S20 Ultra's 108MP lens is remarkably good at color and
detail, even if you're not shooting in every pixel. I hope a fix will be available soon because it's a nagging issue with an otherwise amazing camera that can take really great photos. The photos were constantly a little more saturated than the iPhone or Pixel, as Samsung tends. Despite the autofocus
problem, however, more often than not I snap a good picture with ultra. I particularly liked Samsung's new single-take feature, which uses Ai to provide a variety of shots and configurations. It's downright delightful at times. Christopher Hebert/IDG Space Zoom on galaxy S20 Ultra is far out. The impact of
the size of the S20 Ultra on the photography experience is even more important. The S20 Ultra was so large that it took a few seconds longer than other phones due to the enormous size of the phone and bump to pull it out of its pocket, fire the camera, point to the subject and knock on the shutter button.
It is true that people who really want a 108MP camera and 100X zoom will have to deal with it, it should definitely be a factor in your purchasing decision. Should I buy a Galaxy S20 Ultra? The top-of-the-line Galaxy S20 Ultra:1 has three types of people who need to spend $1,400 or $1,600. Samsung fans
who have the latest and greatest handsets and will pay for anything.2. Smartphone photographers who need the latest and greatest cameras.3. influential people who have enough money to afford this phone call
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